B+T GROUP OVERVIEW
GROWTH TO MEET DEMAND
B+T Group is a wireless engineering, site acquisition and construction services firm that
leverages its proprietary Site360 technology to help customers shorten on-air time and
save money. Site360 uses photogrammetry and 3D imagery to provide the most accurate
asset documentation and measurement for state-of-the-art site inspection.
In business since 2000, B+T Group leads the industry in providing turnkey solutions
for all our clients; we self-perform all services offered and adapt what we provide
to what customers need, making their challenges our opportunities.

READY TO SERVE YOU ANYWHERE
B+T Group is licensed to provide
engineering services in all 50 states,
supported by more than 200 employees
working in more than a dozen cities and
one international office in Brahmavar, India.

btgrp.com
918-587-4630
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B+T GROUP SERVICES
Site360 is used at every point during our process; from site acquisition through project
completion, Site360’s centimeter-accurate measurements save our customers time and money,
and give them peace of mind.

SITE ACQUISITION

Securing the right location is Step One.
Our team of experienced real estate
experts and drone pilots use
Site360 first to assess site suitability
and any possible obstacles to
project completion.

TELECOM A+E SERVICES

B+T Group’s CAD team uses
Site360 to ensure its drawings for
towers, small cell, or rooftops
are accurate, reliable, and
to the highest standards.

AUDITS & INSPECTIONS

Whether we’re doing a preconstruction
audit, TIA inspection, or creating a
site plan, B+T uses Site360 data
to prevent unnecessary trips to
tower sites, saving money and time,
and increasing safety for everyone.

PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTION

We see our projects through beginning
to end—making sure our very high standards
are met—using Site360 to help the
best tower crews in the industry
have the support they need
to build the best towers.

btgrp.com
918-587-4630

TOWER ENGINEERING

B+T Group was founded on structural
analysis. Today, we perform thousands
of tower evaluations each year
with Site360, which gives us
centimeter-accurate views from
literally every angle.
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